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Council Faces
Lengthy Meeting

A GROUP of students yesterday protested the
inclusion of the Union of South Africa in the
International Fortnight program which is being
conducted on campus. They said the apartheid
policies "challenge the very concept of human

dignity and projects to the world an image of
hate and bigotry." Officials at the International
Center said the flag would be removed to avoid
causing further concern. (Photo by Mike Kuhlin.)

Panel Discusses India's
Changing Social Attitudes
By JUDI WRIGHT
Staff Writer
India's changing social attitude*
and Its progress as an Independent,
non-aligned nation were discussed
by four Indian graduate students
In yesterday's International Fortnight symposium, "India in World
Affairs."
The evolution of India from a
British possession to an Independent democracy was described by Saroja Kiishnan,
Instructor In economics. England
followed a "doctrine of annexation." he said, when Its Interest
In India turned from commercial
to political In the early 19th century.
The establishment of the Indian
National Congress in 1888 began
the "age of enlightenment" and a
drive for Independence strengthened by Mahatma Ghandl's noncooperation movement.
Mr. Krlshnan emphasized that
the Indian people were not against
the British themselves, but the
dominance they stood for.
Sunlt Khera, graduate student
in English, discussed the social
and cultural changes In the years
since India's Independence was
gained In 1947. "The English gave
India contact with the liberal West
and a democratic pattern of life,"
she said.
With the waning of arranged
marriages, and the passage of bills
allowing people of different faiths
to marry, "the caste system as
it was In the past does not exist
at all."
Also, with the Hindu Succession
Act of the 1950's, women now have
property rights, she said.
India Is well satisfied with Its
democratic system. Miss Khera

said, and "would rather go hungry
than go Communist." "We are In
a flux, a transition," she said in
reference to the recent elections.
"When we stop the Congress party
from going Into half the states,
it shows It wasn't doing everything right."
Although the major language of
India is Hindi, spoken by 30 per
cent of the population. Miss Khera

feels that "English must be learned
by all our people if we want to
go with the world."
Regarding family planning,Miss
Khera said that although India
was one of the first countries In
the world to show that the population explosion had to be controlled, it was perhaps too late
(Continued on Page 4)

By JAMES TREEGER
Issue Editor
Organizations Board Bill and
the selection of Student Court and
Traffic Court Justices are the
topics which Student Council will
concentrate on tonight in a meeting
expected to take almost five hours
to complete.
The expected length of the meeting Is due to scheduled interviews
with 16 students seeking appointments to Student Court and Trafflce Court. Each Interview will
be 15 minutes in length.
The Organizations Board Bill
Is scheduled for second vote tonight. Passage will mean the bill
has been favorably accepted by
Council and the next step will be
up to President William T. Jerome.
This is not the original organizations bill.
The original bill, which passed
Council earlier in the semester,
was sent to Dr. Jerome, but the
President attached a rider to It
which most Council members felt
defeated the bill's Intent.
The first bill was the work of
Rick Helwig, president elect and
Bruce Nyberg, chairman of the
leadership and service board.
The amended version was proposed by Helwig and outgoing president Tom Liber.
The new amendment differs only
slightly from the previous version, but the differences are highly
significant.
The original amendment gave
any group the right to organize
on campus providing they submitted a registration statement
containing the names of each student organizations, chairman,
officers, advisor, election date
and constitution.
Organizations Board would then
review the qualifications of the

group and either grant or deny
recognition.
President Jerome agreed to the
majority of the provisions In the
bill except that he substituted
another group which would assume
the same review function as the
board.
(Continued on Page 6)

Final Plans Laid
For East-West
Trade Conference
Last minute preparations are
being completed for next Thursday's East - West Trade Conference, to be held in the Grand
Ballroom.
The conference will be attended
by representatives from more than
100 of the nation's top companies
and is also open to University
students and faculty and administration members.
As the meeting Is of such timeliness and importance and will
certainly receive wide press
coverage. Dr. William R. Hosklns, director of the International
business programs, said he is
hopeful that any student wishing
to attend the conference can obtain permission from his professor to miss classes that day.
All faculty members have been
Informed about the conference and
can obtain tickets for any
Interested student. Dr. Hosklns
said. The tickets can be validated
at the door and returned to the
professor.
Because of the limited seating
capacity In the Ballroom, Dr. Hosklns urged that persons not Intending to use their tickets return
them to the International business
office.

Misunderstood Draft Procedures

Student Faces Possible Army Induction
By DENISE LOVERINOFF
Staff Writer
A University student's misunderstanding of draft deferment
procedures has led to his possible
Induction next week, even though
he meets deferment requirements.
Richard Nell Thorton, a Junior
in the College of Education, is
awaiting a decision from his local
draft board that he hopes will
allow him to complete the semester
before being Inducted into the
armed forces.
If he is not granted the temporary deferment (a 1-S-C), he will
have to report for induction next
Thursday.
Thorton,
a
counselor in
Kreischer D, is in good standing with the University, with a
2.6 accummulatlve average.
In October, 1966, the University sent Thorton's draft board
bis deferment papers. In November he requested his classification. In January he received a
1-A classification with this explanation:
"Attached please find your 1-A

classification. If at the time you
are ordered for induction your file
reveals you are a full-time student, you may be considered for
classification in 1-S-C until the
end of your academic year provided you have never been previously classified In Class 1-S-C.
We note that you have not taken
the College Qualification test. .."
With a false sense of security
he dismissed the problem. He
misunderstood the notification
thinking It meant that as long as
he was a full-time student he
would not be drafted.
However, on Saturday, April 15,
he received the dreaded greeting
and order to report to the Greyhound bus station In Flndlay May
4.
The Flndlay Draft Board met
last Monday to review his case.
As of this printing Thorton still
does not know Its decision.
Thorton is not embittered.
"This is the greates place to
live," he said. "Too many people
find too many things wrong with
everything. Too many have a negative attitude on life."

If he is allowed to finish the
year he will request he be def ered until graduation.
"Next year I will be glad to
go, but right now, I don't want
to," he said. "I have a counselling Job In the fall, my Initial
dormitory fee Is paid, and I am
supposed to student teach. I don't
want to have to come back to
finish Just one year. I'd have to
take refresher courses as wall as
more methods courses."
Thorton, a health and physical
education major, hopes to become
a physical director with the \MC A.
He wants to work with all age
groups in a middle-class community.
"I guess I want to be In a
dream community-- one with room
to expand and all the facilities
needed to expand," he says.
"I'd like to pick up a few extra
course and if I enjoy my work,
I'd like to get the masters degree. If I'm really enjoying it,
I'd like to work for my doctorate."
However, the past few days have
been anxious ones.

"I talked to Dean Conway (Patrick M. Conway, the assistant
dean of men) and to Hall Wasslnk (Harold R. Wasslnk, the assistant registrar) and they both
said I should be deferred, but I
won't believe it until I see it
written out.
This is not the first time that
Thorton received his draft notice.
During his freshman year while
attending the Foe tor la Branch, he
appealed a 1-A classification and
was reclassifled 2-S«
"I'd like to advise every young
man to read his draft card to
avoid confusion. If he Is in doubt,
he should contact his draft board
within 10 days or It will be too
late."

WEATHER
The weather forecast for today
is partly cloudy and cooL with the
high in the 40-s.
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Alleges Influence-Peddling In IFC Judicial Decision
By WILLIAM MOES
Columnist
Well, the Greeks did It again. A couple fraternities were caught
and brought to trial by the IPC Judicial Board for attempting to
raid the freshmen pledges In a residence hall. They broke the rules,
they were caught, but was justice administered? Let's look at the
facts.
The punishment, and I use that term loosely, that they received
was a warning. Big deal. Chairman of the Judicial Board, Cralg
Procaiio, said "the fact that the rule has been vague In the past
and not made clear... accounted for the leniency of the Board."
The rule states "there will be NO (Italics mine) upperclassmen
permitted visitation In the rooms of freshmen during the second
semester."
The rules of the game also state that any fraternity man attempting
to raid pledges within the freshmen halls will place their fraternity
on Immediate social probation. How much clearer can the rules be?
Phi Delta Theta and Phi Kappa Tau were the two fraternities caught.
Tom Liber, the President of the student body and a member of the IFC
Judicial Board, Is a Phi Delt. Fraternity Coordinator Tim Smith Is
a former Phi Tau. Both carry a lot of weight on the campus.
The question is: Old they use the Influence they have In order to
obtain the suspension of administered justice?
There Is a report that both houses have placed the men involved

Oil Stains Along The Potomac

In the raids on immediate social probation. That's fine. Just one
question keeps bothering me.
How does the IFC plan to enforce the punishment the houses Inflicted on their members or Is the Judicial Board naive enough to
believe the houses will do It themselves ?
You tell me If brothers are going to turn In each other. I think
the simplest Intellect knows that isn't what fraternities are all about.
Earlier this year two fraternities were placed on Immediate social
probation for violating the rules. No one talked of vague meanings
and unclear Implications. When their case was appealed, the punishment was stiffened. In this case the rules were broken and the Greeks
Involved had to accept the consequences.
The funny thing Is that neither house has as much Influence In the
Greek or student body organizations. Maybe each fraternity house
should have a member on the IFC Judicial Board so no one would
be punished.
In the case of the houses punished for rules broken, that's the
price paid for misconduct. I just think It's unfair for the influence
peddlers to constantly get their houses off the hooks they get caught
on, If this was the case.
The IFC Judicial Board should enforce the rules the Greeks have
to live by. That's what they are there for. Quit beating around the
bush and start knocking some of the jewels off the king's crown.

1
S

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Lauds Charity Giving;
Goal Topped By $1.65
I've waited nearly eight years
for this dayl I refer to the report
In April 11 Issue of the News,
at the upper right hand corner of
page 6, which carried the headline "$6,500 Charities Goal Met"
Not only was It met, but oversubscribed by one dollar and sixtyfive cents ($1.65). THIS IS REAL
NEWS. It has never been done
before on this campus.
I would like to take my hat off
to Miss Crystal Wllhelm, Chairman of the 1966-67 Charities Board
and to her committee for a task
well donel This committee was
committed to Its purpose, which
was to fulfill the needs of others
to Its fullest extent! Theunlverslty

community heard the good word
and came through]
As If this accomplishment was
not significant In and of its self,
it was done within a very short
time of a rather successful effort
of the part of the University Community to do its part for, "the
lending of a helping hand" to
Steve Beatty (a total support of
over $2,250), plus an "all night
marathon benefit" for the S. S.
Hope which raised nearly seven
hundred dollars ($700.00) In late
February.

hundred dollars ($9,500.00) to show
that It does care that others have
needs, suffer and feel that no one
cares that they are less fortunate
that we who are privileged to be
members of this university community.

Since I have particular vested
interest In the people who live
a sub - standard existence in
Perrysburg Heights (Just ten miles
north of Bowling Green) I'm personally thrilled that these people
will be the ones who will directly
benefit (to the extent of $2,000)
. from the playground equipment
Thus you see this so-called, and other resources which will
"restless generation" has parted now be possible.
with nearly nine thousand five
There Is only one further request which I would make. And
that is If you or your campus organization want to be..."WHERE
THE ACTION IS" then I would
connections, and that you are
challenge you to go with your
largely out-of-touch with the real,
money to Perrysburg Heights and
political, rational goings-on in studiscover what It means to be Indent government of the general
volved with those who have had
movement here, and you'll have all of the bad breaks. If you are
taken a step toward producing
Interested contact LenoreLamont,
a newspaper worthy of the name.
148 Harshman D, Ext. 3123, or
I realize that you have the obmyself at The UCF Center, 353ligation to print what you see as
8912 or 352-4752.
true, but you cannot do that without first making at least a noAgain, a million thanks and a
minal Investigation of the events
large "bravo" to Crystal, her
you are to report. You have not
committee and the whole university
done this. "There's something
community (especially to those
happening, and you don't know
who did care enough to give) for
what it is, do you?"
showing that you really do care.
C. R. Bass
M. Eugene Davis, Director
442 East Court St.
United Christian Fellowship

Tired Of 'Babbling'
King-Size Mistake
During his recent attempts to correlate the Vietnam war with the
civil rights struggle, Dr. Martin Luther King made a mlsstatement of
the facts in an attempt to show that American Negroes are bearing an
out-of-proportion share of the national defense burden.
In a recent speech In New York City, King said that there are "twice
as many Negroes as whites in combat" In Vietnam. This, he went on
to say, is a "reflection of the Negro's position in America."
Dr. King as a recognized leader of the Negro movement In the United
States must be extremely careful about his public statements because
a substantial segment of Negroes believe bis statements without
question.
When he said that half of the soldiers in Vietnam are Negroes, he
was Incorrect. Look at the statistics taken from the National Review:
10 per cent of all U. S. servicemen In Vietnam are Negro (10.5 per
cent of Americans are Negroes).
13 per cent of all Army personnel are Negro.
Six per cent of Navy personnel are Negro.
Seven per cent of Marine personnel are Negro.
10 per cent of Air Force personnel are Negro.
Maybe you can argue that what he meant was the Negro composition
of the total armed forces was out of proportion. Once again the facts
from National Review prove even this assumption wrong.
20 per cent of total Army forces are Negro.
10.5 par cent of total Marine forces are Negro.
Five per cent of total Navy forces are Negro.
Two per cent of total Air Force forces are Negro.
The facts just presented do not mention that three times as many
Negroes re-enlist and that the Negro rate of career personnel is 10 per
cost higher than whites.
Facts and statistics do not lie. Yet, Dr. King and various other Negro
leaders continue to call the Negro soldier a white man's mercenary
fighting a white man's war.
Dr. Martin Luther King is definitely wrong for presenting his gross
accusations. He Is more wrong for presenting them because of the
position of belief that be holds among the Negro people.
Dr. King has just as much right to object to social evils as any man,
but be must do it without misrepresenting facts to make his argument
mere convincing.
Misusing the facts makes It difficult to attack the Vietnam war as a
civil rights Issue and weakens his latest crusade significantly.

I am sick of the stream of
Idiotic prattle that the News persists in printing. The minions of
the News, It seems, never tire of
accosting the political parties
without distinguishing them from
one another, or stopping for a
moment to consider either their
histories or their Ideologies.
I am tired of the babbling of
columnists who, unable to draw
the most elementary Inferences
from what they see, are so vocally
crying "a pox on both your houses"
at the parties.
In light of your obvious Ignorance
of the parties are Identical, Mr.
Moes, et al? That both parties are
false? That both parties merely
seek those coveted seats on our
august Student Council? Good
Heavens Man! There are things
going onl
One of those parties, which the
News so despises (for what
reasons - I wonder - Jack), was
formed with a vision for the future,
with a hope of orderly and sane
revolution. It was made by the
hands and minds of men who sought
to bring students together, with the
ernest wish that student-solidarity
would lead to awareness and
change.
Those who cry out for the poor,
helpless, Independent student, cry
out for the do-nothing student.One
of the parties, my dear editors.
Is not a closed power-elite, but
was created to land strength to
the student who Is motivated toward student government by bis
convictions rather than Is popularity.
Admit to yourselves, If not to
your readership, that your endorsements this spring were the
product of spite and personnel
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Page Of Letters |

Nixes Rule Changes;
Likes 'Old' Baseball
In answer to the Chatterbox
Column, dealing with the changes
In the rules of Collegiate Baseball, I have the following suggestions:
As long as you are on a time
saving kick (eliminating Intentional
walks, warm - up pitches, and
changing of teams after every three
outs) why not try some of the
following suggestions, too?
As you know. In any game there
Is always a number of disputed
calls (strike outs, outs from stealing or close calls, and home runs
from ground rules.) To eliminate
such disputes, which are quite
time consuming, why not put the
following rules Into effect?
1. A strike is any swinging of
the bat which does not produce
a forward motion of the pitched
ball.
This would eliminate the
catcher's chasing of the popped
foul balls behind the plate. A
saving of .8 sec.
2. If the ball reaches a baseman before the batter Is twelve
feet from the base, whether the
baseman Is on or near the base,
the batter Is ruled out.
This would surely result In the
saving of time due to arguements
from close calls, and the sub-

sequent result being that there
would surely be more double,
triple, and fourple (four outs) In
a nine out Inning.
3. The baseball field will be
marked In the same design as a
bullseye, and any ball falling In
an area therein will be Judged
accordingly as to previous markings of "double", "single", or
"HOME RUN". There will be no
triples because of the time wasted
In the traversing of the bases.
Or better still, have no outfielders and have markings for
outs and bits Just like a big pinball machine. Then maybe we could
have electric pitching machines
and gas operated batting machine
(a little variety); with cardboard
fans and transistorized hot dog
salesmen selling plastic hot dogsl
Schedules and batting averages
could be computerised weeks, or
years. In advance of the games
and thus eliminate the necessity
of fans attending the games at all
(pretty good time saver, huh?).
Now do you see how silly these
time saving changes are? Give
me the good old baseball we know
and enjoy any tlmel
Charles Wolf
351 Rodgers

This One Is Ours
Patrol again tonight
they are out there
I have heard them
Now and before
Machine guns muttering
anecdotes of hell
grumbing roar of
departing shells
I am scared
nothing on earth will make me go
out there
again tonight
but I put my gear on
pistol, medical gear, helmet
all old friends
and I realize
its been this way every night
the same old fear
even after the night I
got separated for a while
and found out what the

Reality?
To the supposedly select few
who care on this campus, I write
this letter. To you who are our
"liberals" and so open-minded--I
tell you you are very closed minded
In your open-mindedness.
You are conservative in your
liberalism. You are too busy In
your own world of "freedom" to
see beyond your own self-centered
egotistical views.
If you're so free, take a look
what's beyond what you want to see
and see what's really there-people besides you. And people
who write poetry, express themselves in art, go to plays, and
are aware all because they want
to be. And more Importantly too,
they can still face reality objectively.
Granted changes can be made to
improve our University, and some
people do merely exist. But I'm
telling you that you are not the
only few who are the "happening"
world.
Take off your rose colored
glasses and look beyond what your
narrow-minded dreams want you
to see. Just take a look. Any
questions?
Ruth Shank
Alpha Phi House

word lonely meant.
I am a man
among men
going out to engage in
that which we have heard about for
so long
strange feats of heroism
John Wayne movies
little kids
with stretched eyeballs
and deep regret
that we were not old enough
for Tarawa and Guadalcanal
like the circus passed
while we were out of town
but this one Is ours
to grip and chastise
at last.
do our thoughts dwell on glory
as we move out
hardly
8 hours without a clgaret
HOPE nobody gets it tonight
If I get out of this alive
I'll find you again
and touch your hair
But whatever comes
a regiment
or a wobe gone farmer with a spear
WE ARE EQUAL TO IT
Robert Llndstrom
Fremont, Ohio

Useful Step
I would like to add a brief
footnote to Douglas Plmley's article about me in the April 25
Issue. Since I have asked many
of my classes to write course
evaluations for me over the past
five years, several hundred students will be surprised to learn
that "I don't think students have
the right to evaluate the faculty."
My position is that Individual
professors may Indeed learn
something useful from course
evaluations. However, for such
evaluations to be used in any way
by persons other than the individual
professors concerned, I would first
expect significant changes in student attitudes toward classwork
responsibilities.
In addition, and Incidentally,
more issues of Zeitgeist for the
Union Bookstore and the Student
Book Exchange are on the way.
Theodore Groat
Department of Sociology
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UCF

Suggests Prayer

The following are excerpts from
the National Council of Churches
statement on Vietnam adopted Dec.
9, 1966. We, the Student Council
of the UnltedChrlstlanFellowshlp,
want to make It known that we
support this statement.
"The General Assembly of the
National Council of Churches In
session In Miami Beach, Fla„
Dec. 9, 1966, Issues this appeal
to Its member churches and their
constituencies to pray for God's
guldence as our nation seeks together with other leaders and
nations to bring an end to the
war in Vietnam."
"We further appeal to expand
study, debate, and action on: 1)
The scope and Importance of the
Vietnam war. 2) The need for
flexibility and openness in the
present situation. 3) The use of
military power In Vietnam. 4) The
need for international responsibility in securing peace. 5) The need
for development and reconciliation."
"In the light of these considerations concerning the extent and
danger of the Vietnam war, and
in the light of our convictions
that the war must end soon, the

General Assembly makes the following statements:
1) Knowing that God commands
us in every situation to seek the
truth, and remembering the best
U.S. tradition of freedom of speech,
we record our conviction that widespread debate on the complex situation In Vietnam Is not disloyal
either to the nation or our troops
there, but on the contrary Is a
primary means of helping to secure peace and Justice In Vietnam.
2) We ask for more candor
on the part of those who make
government policy in relations to
Vietnam as anlndespensable step
in securing enlightened public relations in the U.S.A., and In securing peace in Vietnam.
3) We urge...that the Judgement, responsibility, and action
of the United Nations be sought
by placing the issue of the Vietnam conflict on its agenda in a
manner which will further initiative of the Secretary General In the
absence of reasonable assurance
that the Geneva Conference will
be convened shortly or that the
hostilities will be brought to an
end by other means.

Arenas Breed Learning
Apparently Mr. Bayer lives in so
high an intellectual atmosphere
that he can apathetically lookdown
on those of us who take Bowling
Green seriously realizing the impropriety of questioning the
wisdom and foresight of those who
have put such great effort into the
improvement of the academic
quality of our institution.
Mr. Bayer also seems to hold
Bowling Green in such low opinion
that he has no qualms whatsoever
about undermining the integrity of
the entire faculty by satirizing the
construction of a beautiful football
stadium (costing a nominal 2.8
million dollars) which will be used
five Saturdays per annum during
every future season.
As Mr. Bayer Sits comfortably
in his flush office amusing himself with cynical suggestions of
bullfight arenas, one wonders If
he has ever seriously considered
the possibility of a positive correlation between learning and such
things as football stadiums, golf
courses. Ice rinks, ski slides, and
even bullfight arenas.

We are no longer living in an era
of Romantic Idealism when dirty,
unshaven charlatans are encouraged to go about corrupting
the youth by suggesting the learning process is a mental phenomenon originating in the exchange
of ideas among creative minds.
On the contrary Mr. Bayer, we
are living In the twentieth century
and America's economic affluence
and technological know-how prove
conclusively that the learning process stands In a one to one causal
relationship with the outside
physical environment of the student.
This Is to say that the learning
capacity of any given student is
directly proportional the number
of dollars spent on the football
stadium.
If we are to teach our young
people to be decent, clean-cut,
moral Americans, perhaps your
suggestion of a bullfight arena may
be neither so comical nor undesirable as you lead us to believe.
Nick Ivanclc
463 S. Summit

4) ... we ask that the U.S. government make available, through
Congress In fullflllment of the
Presidential proposal, immediate
reconstruction, assistance and
long-range economic development
funds for Southeast Asia...
5) We ask all to Join in continual prayer for our country, for
the people of Vietnam, for all
engaged In military action, for
the peace of the world, and for
the reconciliation of all God's
people."
UCF Council

No 'Void'
In Speech
I feel Impelled to comment on
the article titled "University Is
Seen As A Void" by Dave George,
Tom Shelley, and Charlie Tabasko
in the April 20 Issue.
Although I can sympathize with
the frustrations (especially in
spring) which are likely behind
the vituperation appearing in that
piece, I must protest the kind of
"over - enthusiastic Journalism"
which doesn't bother to be factual.
The statement was made that
"in order to get an audience for
theatre performances, speech
majors are required to attend."
Not true, boys. It is true that
students enrolled in specific
theatre courses (whether speech
majors or not) are required to
attend.
Just as it Is true that instructors
in English courses, foreign
language courses, and others-for all I know--require students
to attend specific University
Theatre productions, because they
have a meaningful relationship to
the course content.
Incidentally, student attendance
at the first five University Theatre
productions Is abupt nearly 40 per
cent over a similar period last
year. I don't think our course enrollments have increased that
much.
I shall restrain myself from
commenting on other statements
made in the article except for
"faculty and students never meet
outside the classroom." Again, not
true boys. That situation is not
a part of my experience.
Allen N. Kepke
Assistant Professor

US TERRY!
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International Acts Feature illness Caused Stalin's
Death, Daughter Says
Of Talent Show Tonight
International song* and dance*
performed by American and
foreign students will highlight the
talent show "International Showtime," at 8: IS p.m. tonight In the
Grand Ballroom.
A part of International Fortnight (April 23-May 4), the program will feature act* from the
language floor* of Harahman D.
Eight student* from the French
floor will perform a can-can, and
a folk group, Lea Pompldoux, will
•lng American and French songs
with a solo by Vera Wedmedyk,
a senior In the College of Education and director of the show.
A group from the Spanish floor
will feature guitarist Maureen
Duncan. Junior In the College of
Liberal Arts from Santiago, Chill,
singing American and Spanish
songs with four Americans.
Adding to the Spanish tempo
will be "Malaguena," a piano solo
by Eddie Slgsbey, freshman In the
College of Liberal Arts.
Also from Harahman D will be
a "surprise routine" by the unit's
eight resident assistants, said
Miss Wedmedyk. Other acts include a Chinese ribbon dance by
Yeuk Cheuk, freshman in the College of Liberal Arts from Hong
Kong, China, and Greek songs on
the accordlan, played by James
Stames, senior in the College of
Education.
A group called the Vicious Pumas will perform American and
Japanese songs. The Pumas Includes students from American,
Thailand, and Japan.
A flamenco guitar solo will be
performed by Frank Fine, sophomore in the College of Business
Administration, from a new folk
group No One's Children.

In addition, the group will sing
songs representative of the South.
Other members of NoOne'sChildren are Anne Gardner, sophomore
in the College of Business Administration, Richard L ohm an,
sophomore In the College of Education, and Eleanor Smith, sophomore in the College of Liberal
Arts.
Master and Mistress of Ceremonies for International Showtime will be Richard Lydon, fresh-

man in the College of Liberal
Arts, and Elaine Wysomlerskl,
junior In the College of Education.
The student coordinator of the
International Fortnight activities
Is Joseph A bos solo, junior in the
College of Business Administration from Bangui, Africa.
The talent show Is presented
in conjunction with the University folk music club, The Folk.
Admission is free.

India's Social Attitudes
(Continued from Page 1)

In starting the program.
In other areas, she believes
that agriculture. Industry, and women's education have made significant advances in the last ten
years.
Speaking on India's consequent
role In world affairs, Paul Reuben,
graduate student in English, said
that India's policy Is one of respect for territory, non - aggression, and peaceful co- existence with other countries of the
world.
"Each country should fulfill Its
own destiny without Interfering
in others', and without interference from others," he said.
India is a non-aligned country,
preferring "peaceful vigilance"
to armed warfare, he said. One
of the first countries to sign the

Moscow partial test ban treaty
of 1963, India would prefer "universal and complete disarmament
under International control." he
said. Regarding the war in Viet
Nam, India believes It should be
brought to an end "not by shedding
the blood of innocent persons, but
by peaceful negotiations," he said.
India also believes in International cooperation and assistance,
he said, and the theory that prosperous nations should assist the
less prosperous ones, "without
strings or exploitation."
Radhakrlshna Atri, In commenting upon the presentations of the
others, spoke of England as "one
of the best colonizers -- the best
of the worst." He said that not
all of India's capabilities have
been allowed to develop, but he
emphasized that India "must
change her approach, and stop
blaming others for her political
problems."

NEW YORK(AP)--The daughter
of the late Soviet dictator Joseph
Stalin -- Svetlana AllUuyeva ••
ranged over a wide field of topics
In her first American news conference yesterday.
She said he believes her father
died of natural causes, despite
rumors he was assassinated* And
she said she does not think her
two children -- still In the Soviet
Union -- are In any danger because of her defection..
Mrs. Alllluyeva left the Soviet
Union last year for India, then
went to Switzerland and finally
arrived in the U.S. last Friday.
She said she doesn't know yet
whether she will make her permanent home in the U.S. She said
love should come before marriage
and added: "So, If I should love
this country and this country will
love men, then the marriage will
be settled." But, she added, "I
cannot say now."
When she arrived she said she
left the Soviet Union because of
disenchantment with Communism,
and because she "could not exist
without God in my heart,"
She said she is not saying anything about formal religion,
although she has been formally
baptized In Moscow in a Russian
orthodox church. But, she said,
"It doesn't mean I prefer this
church to others."
The question of her father's
death came up. Asked about widespread rumors that her father had
been assassinated, she said he died
of natural causes in 1953.
She added: "To me it was quite
evident that he was sick and that
his death was the natural result
of Illness."
There long has been speculation
that the actual manner and cause
of Stalin's death was kept secret

by the Kremlin.
Before the questions began, she
said that she hopes to live in the
U.S. without political activities
and to do her work, writing.
She said she disapproves of
many of the things attributed to
her father, but she said that others
were responsible for the same
things for which he alon was accused.
She said the main thing that led
to her defection was the death of
her Indian husband, whose ashes
she returned to India before her
flight to the West.
She said she loved and respected
him, and said: "When he was
denied in the Soviet Union the main
human rights, it affected him and
me also."

Mac Defends
Air Raids
WASHINGTON (AP) — Defense
Secretary McNamara told newsmen yesterday that the U.S. decided to bomb Mir. fields in North
Vietnam because the Communist
planes had become more active.
He said it no longer seemed
true, as previously, that refraining from attacking the fields
would save American lives.
McNamara refused to speculate
on possible removal of the MIGS
to Red Chinese bases.
As for domestic criticism of
the Vietnamese policies, Mc Namara said he "would not want
anything to restrict the right of
free speech." But he said the
right carries with it "the responsibility to be Informed and to
listen to the other side."

BETA PLEDGES SAY-
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Mt. Everest Conquered

Climbing THE Mountain
By JUDY EIC HER
Feature Writer
"Yes, it has been climbed, but
| we went because Americans have
never been there. The mountain
I Is the highest God-given field laboratory, and the highest point on
I earth."
These were the words of Barry
j Bishop, a member of the first
team of Americans to climb Mt.
[Everest, as he spoke before a
[crowd of more than 1350 persons
last Tuesday In the Grand BallI room of the Union.
Mr. Bishop, secretary of the
[National Geographic Society's
ICommlttee for Research and Ex[ploratlon, represented that spools orlng organization on this first •and successful -- 1963 American
expedition to Mount Everest. Mr.
I Bishop's responsibility on the ex[pedltlon was to document on color
I film the efforts of the team.
From January, 1963 to May,
Ll963, the team of 18 Americans
[and 37 Sherpas, native climbers,
labored In preparation for the
| assault.
On May 22, 1963, Mr. Bishop
land Luther J era tad ascended to
[the mountain summit by the norImal way of the southeast ridge.
[Or. William Unsoeld and Dr.
[Thomas Hornbeln were attempt| lng to make mountaineering hisLtory that same day by ascending
[the west ridge, which was considered "uncllmbable." Both
[teams were to meet on the mountain peak.
Mr. Bishop and Mr. Jerstad
[reached the peak at approximately
14 p.m., and upon not finding the
[other team, decided that they had
| turned back.
When he reached the summit
lr. Bishop felt tired, delighted,
|thankful, and terribly relieved.
"It was also awful in an awe
[inspiring way," he said. "The

expldltlon did not conquer Mount
Everest -- those of us who reached
the summit felt very Inconsequential when we got there," he added.
On the decent Mr. Bishop and
Mr. Jerstad started to feel a letdown caused by the absence of
a goal and the extreme physical
fatigue. They proceeded slowly
with most of their strength gone,
taking up to 30 breaths per step
in the thin air. Then they heard
shouts coming down the mountain.
They were the voices of Dr. Unsoeld and Dr. Hornbeln. In the
darkness both teams yelled back
and forth for two hours until Dr.
Unsoeld and Dr. Hornbeln were
guided down the mountain.
Finally they were reunited to
spend the night in the open in
the unheard of elevation of 28,000

Barry Bishop

feet. While surviving this experience, Mr. Bishop and Dr. Unsoeld suffered permanent frostbite damage to their toes.
Did they pray that night on the
mountain in the freezing winds
that threatened to stop their climb
forever? No, for to Mr. Bishop,
prayer exists as a divine awe that
is everpresent -- an awareness
of God in the beauty of nature
that surrounds mountain climbers.
The climbing of Everest changed
Mr. Bishop in that he readjusted
his values.
"The Importance of material
things was somehow obscured to
me by different Inner forces and
the discipline for a cause," he
said. To the American people,
the climb, he felt, gave an opportunity to enjoy the pioneer spirit
vicariously.
The most exciting thing about
the climbing of the mountain, he
feels, is the team, a vast array
of differing personalities working
together for a common goal. "After
all the stress we came back closer
friends, which is the sign of a
very wonderful experience," he
said.
Mr. Bishop became Interested
in mountain climbing when he was
8 years old. When he was 19
years old he made his first expedition. The make-up of a good
mountain climber, he feels, is
ingrained to a certain extent. "A
mountain climber must have a
unique combination of physical and
mental alertness. He must also
rely heavily on his accumulation
of past experience," he said.
Mr. Bishop has also climbed
other mountains In the Hlmllayas,
in the Rockies, and In Mexico.
Currently he Is working on his
PtuD In geography at Northwestern
University of Illinois. In the future
he hopes to return to Nepal to
do field work in the Himalayas.

When Is It Coming?

'Blow Up' Blown Up
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Anne Single is o graduate student in English. Besides teaching a freshman English course she will have
a new beat of analyxing and reviewing plays, movies, books and
other cultural activities of Bowling Green.)

By ANNE BINGLE
Special Writer
Vanessa Redgrave and the
corpse were the only disappointments to "Blow Up," an otherwise delightful and perceptive film
about people coming close to finding the things they're looking for.
Miss Redgrave was disappointing because of expectations raised
both by the film's advance publicity and her academy award nomination for best actress. The
fact that a script with such a
strong role for the leading male
generally allows a lesser part for
other characters can. In part, excuse Miss Redgrave; nevertheless.
It cannot excuse the publicizing
of her "great" acting ability.
As for the corpse, the fact that
It has disappeared when the photographer (David Hemming) returns
the next day In some way supports
the theme. At the same time, the
fact of Its even having been In
the park -- quite visible In the
moonlight -- renders the main
statement of theme In the movie
less convincing than the supporting
statements.
For example, the painter reveals
expllclty the movie's main theme
when he shows the photographer
a painting he has finished and calls
It a "mess" that sorts Itself out,
something like finding a clue In
a detective story. Then he points
to a green streak on his canvas
and calls It a leg. Likewise, the
model at the "pot party," In response to the photographer's
question, replies, "I am In Paris."
In every case of searching except
the main episode, the searchers
themselves come close enough to
what they seek to believe that they
have found It, but the audience
sees that they have only come
close.
Thus the photographer's finding
the corpse In reality. In the same
spot where he found It In his muchenlarged photograph, seems to
spoil the thematic unity of the plot.

At the same time It can be
argued that, since the picture Is
uniformly presented from the
viewpoint of the photographer, that
both his seeing the corpse and his
hearing the tennis ball (In the
closing scene with the GuyFawkes
Day revelers) need to be shared
by the audience.
Then the audience's absolute
identification with the photographer adds one further dimension to the theme and underlines the main lesson of the film:

ovwwwvw
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looking for something, one can
find what he thinks Is his real
goal and believe that he has found
it, even though he perceives others
believing the same thing about
objects which are only approximations of their actual goals.
Much comment has surrounded
the too- lengthy scene In which two
would-be models and the photographer wrestle into a state of
undress on a rumpled roll of
purple paper. When the girls'
motivations are considered, the
scene becomes quite relevant to
the main theme, even though some
may still question Its justification.
The scene itself poses one important question. What is the
motivation behind cutting a short
and definitely justifiable scene
from "The Pawnbroker" (the brief
Juxtaposition of nude - to - the waist flashes of the Negro prostitute and Nasserman's wife in
the prison camp) and leaving this
purple passion-and-paper scene
In "Blow Up"? For such a decision I can find no Justification.

Post Office Heads Mail Wail
At the "house" mail call comes
rly in the morning.
At the dorm, the air is still
tilled with Impatience at 2 or 3
MB*
The question lawny Is it that some campus
|resldents get their mall In the
nornlng and others find that their
Tail isn't delivered until 2 pjn.

and later?
"Mall for Conklln Hall, Kohl
Hall, the fraternities, the sororities, Prout Hall and the administrative and academic office of
the University leaves the downtown poet office at 8:30 ajn„"
said Richard J. Phillips, postmaster of Bowling Green.
' 'Founders Quadrangle, Rodgers
Quadrangle, Krelscher Quad-

Quite A Novel
Shakespearience
"Out, damned spotl Out I sayl"
Does this sound like a Clear as 11
advertisement? It very well could
| be, but In this case it isn't.
Students in English 301 (ShakeIspeare) seem to experience a
("murky hell" as they cram to
[learn Shakespeare tragedies,
[history plays, tragicomedies, and
[sonnets.
As never before students are
I exercising their literary prowess
in recitation. For Instance, if the
[milk Is sour at lunch, a student
[would normally say "Ichl" But
[now for the Shakespeare student
["Something Is rotten in the state
of Denmark]" Also In the cafeteria
is the poor dieter crying. "O that
this too too solid flesh would
I melt."
While in chorus practice, ene of
1
the better vocalists might plead,
"Pray you, no more of this; 'tis

like the howling of Irish wolves
against the moon."
When one of our more ardent
playboys receives poor midterm
grades, he can quote, "Love goes
toward love, as schoolboys from
their books, but love from love
toward school with heavy looks."
In classes, when the professor
is trying to get a little peace and
quiet, a student could stand and
scream, "We cannot all be
masters, nor all masters cannot
truely be followed I" Another comment for the professor when his
lecture seems to get too long could
be, "Brevity Is the soul of wit."
The reply of disturbed professor
would no doubt be, "I must be
cruel only to be kind."
If you are one of the more foolish
people to read this article, I say
to you, "Lord, what fools these
mortals be."

rangle, Harshman Quadrangle,
McDonald Quadrangle, and mall
leaves the main office at 1 p.m.,
and Is dellevered to those units.
All morning mall is delivered to
the University post office and Is
distributed from there," Mr.
Phillips said.
City mall (that Is the mall delivered to the residents of Bowling
Green) is delivered from 9:30 a jn.
to 2:40 p.m.
"All mall addressed to the
campus Is not delivered at the
same time because there simply
is not enough vehicles of manpower available.
"Furthermore, people who have
lived in Bowling Green 40 years
do not receive special attention
concerning mall delivery time,"
said Mr. Phillips, who has been
the postmaster of Bowling Green
since June, 1953.
Although many students feel that
they are being cheated by receiving their mall four and five hours
later than other students. A11 students benefit on holidays during
the school term, he said.
"City patrons do not get mall
delivered to them on legal holidays,
but we do deliver to the campus
as a favor to the students. We are
not required to render this
service," the Postmaster said*
Mr. Phillips and his staff said
they welcome any comments or
questions concerning the mail
service. "Although pleasing
everyone Is impossible, we are
willing to do anything possible to
serve the majority of the people
In the best manner," Mr. Phillips
promised.

The Portable with Fully Professional Precision...The Sony SolidStateServoControl 8601
Here's an incredibly accurate battery-operated tape recorder,
thanks to Sony's space-age ServoControl motor which unerringly maintains each of the model speeds. For versatility, the
860 has Sony's Automatic Recording Control for perfect recordings without touching a knob, instant switching from
battery power to household current, push-button operation and
a remote stop /start switch on its dynamic microphone. Here
is the portable for those who want accuracy plus versatility!
World's Most Versatile Battery-operated Recorder!

DISTRIBUTOR

J & B ELECTRONICS
Fremont, Ohio
AGENT

PATRICK HAYES
Box 75 U-Hall
SONY

JjLZffiJZZj

The Taptmaf to Sterto

AMERICA'S FIRST CHOICE IN TAPE RECORDERS
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OU Students Want

Foreign Students, Prof Probe
U.S.-Latin American Relations
By KATHY WEBER
Staff Writer
Latin American countries were
described as suffering from a
general lack of sophistication and
discipline In politic* by Marcelo
Marlaca, student from LaPaz, Bolivia at a discussion of U.S. Latin American relations Tuesday In connection with International
Fortnight.
Joseph A. Nordstrom, visiting
associate professor of business
administration, and three other
students, Anlbal Ellzondo, ofMonterrey, Mexico, graduate student
In business administration, Rafael
Rodriguez, of Caracas, Venezuela,
and Erwln Schwarz, of Bogota,
Colombia, all In the College of
Business Administration, discussed political, economic, cultural ami social aspects1 of the
U.S. - Latin American situation.
Speaking about Latin American
politics, Marcelo Marlaca said,
"There Is a myth that Latin Americans are disorganized all the time,
have many revolutions and are
ruled by military dictators,"
Marlaca explained that while In
theory most Latin American
governments operate much the
same as the United States government. In practice the people are
often Impatient and don't give a
political leader the chance to prove
himself.
Besides citing a general lack
of sophistication and discipline
in politics, M ariaca also attributed
part of the frequent trouble with
revolutions to political Immaturity.
Marlaca distinguished between
an "active fighting revolution,"
which results from mass dissatisfaction and brings about abrupt
changes, and a military, bloodless
'golpe,* which have occurred more

| May 12 Date
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| For 'Little 500'|
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The Beta Theta PI Little 5001
will be held on May 12, not;|
tomorrow, as is mistakenly g
listed on the UAO Campus Cal- >:j
endar for this week.

frequently recently.
"The military Is effective bebecause It Is organized," said
Marlaca. Military revolutions often involve students because students are a "united group of people
In society," explained Marlaca.
Students are sent to create a
general disturbance, she said, and
If the students are arrested the
sight of mothers trying to get
them released Is a very effective propaganda tool.
After a revolution, a military
Junta Is established. The military
acts as a protector for the people
until the country Is ready for
another constitutional election, explained M ariaca.
"Economics In Latin America
must be considered separately for
each country," said Rafael Rodriguez. Most of the Latin A merle an
countries are one-product economies.
"The one big problem Is unemployment. There are only a few
kind of Industries; therefore, the
standard of living Is low" Rodriguez said.
Another aspect of the economic
problem Is the poor distribution
of Income. The middle class Is
very small and does not allow
for much mobility through it, Rodriguez explained. A few people
own a large share of the land
and many share what Is left.
Industry from the U.S. means
more companies which means
more employment, "But all
the profit goes back to the United
States," said Rodriguez. Because
the U.S. knows how to administer
the use of raw materials, Latin
America must deal with the United
States.
"Our one goal Is to industrialize the countries and get away
from depending on one product,"
said Rodriguez.
The solution to Latin American
cultural and social problems, according to Erwln Schwarz, Is to
increase education, technology and
indutry.
Most of the Ideas Latin Americans have about the United States
are from mass media such as
television and magazines, said
Schwarz. "The poor people don't
like seeing all the luxuries. They

UNITED AIR LINES
Campus Stewardess
Representative
Interview And Presentation
Interested In a unique position?
Train this summer In Chicago and fly as aMalnllner Stewardess.
Return to BGSU in the fall and represent the
world's largest airline on campus.
If you have one or two years of college remaining and single, between 20 years of age (at least
20 years old by mid July for this particular job,
between 5'2" and 5'9", weight In proportion to
height, vision correctable 20/30), you may qualify.
Learn more about this rewarding position by
attending a presentation by our representative on
campus...

TUESDAY MAY 2
4p.m. In The Whitedogwood
Room In The Union

UNITED AIR LINES An equal
opportunity employer

Modern Buildings

feel they are being exploited. They
dislike propaganda," said
Schwarz.
Commenting on his experiences
In helping to set up a business
administration program at the Rio
Grande Sol University in Brazil,
Mr. Nordstrom said Latin Americans had as much prc-U.S. sentiment as they did antl-U.S. sentiment.
There are two general views
about U.S. business In Latin
America. One of these Is that the
Latin Americans are being exploited. The other is that U.S.
businessmen bend over backwards
to be fair and are more conservative in their actions than
they would be In the United States.
"It Is hard for Brazil to be
apathetic toward the United States
because too much of It Is present
down there. It Is extremely
visible," said Mr. Nordstrom.

ATHENS -- Ohio University students protesting a board of trustees decision to build more Georgian - style dormitories armed
themselves yesterday with a petition and faculty endoresements.
The student group met withUniverslry President Vernon Alden
asking permission to present their
5,000- name petition to the trustees when they meet at Portsmouth today.
The students said Alden rejected
the request but promised to take
the petition to the trustees himself.

The trustees, at their February
meeting, turned down sketches for
a West Green dormitory complex
of contemporary design. They instructed the architects to submit
new plans In the Georgian style
used for most existing buildings.
The disclosure touched off <'j
demonstration which Included students and faculty from the architecture department. They said the
"architecture favored by thetrus-*
tees -- with its ornamental
chimneys, columns and coupolas,
is more expensive and less
livable than contemporary design
would be."

Council
(Continued from Page 1)
The amended version of the bill
restates all the previous requirements needed for recognition but
also states what an organization
must do to retain recognition.
Strict compliance with the provisions to retain recognition must
be followed If the group Is to
continue to use university facilities without any charge.
The most important point In
the bill Is the section which gives
Council the responsibility "to
exercise the official authority In
the withdrawal of recognition of
an existing organization."
Withdrawal of recognition does
not mean that an organization will
be left without any means of redress.
The organization can apply
directly for reinstatement to organizations board and they can
also "protest withdrawal of recognition by appealing to Student
Court. The Court will have the
authority on the decision (subject
to an appeal to the University
Appeals Board) on withdrawing
recognition."
Council members are expected
to pass the amended version of
the amendment with little debate
and then proceed to the selection
of the Justices to sit on Student
Court and Traffic Court for the
coming year.
Sixteen students submitted
applications for the 12 vacant
seats. Seven positions need to
be filled on Student Court and
five Judges are needed for Traffic Court.
Council will meet tonight at
6:30 pjn. In the Alumni Room.
Spectators will only be allowed
to attend the first part of the
meeting.

FREE!!

BOSS
SUNJUNS
tor men
Take the same uncompromised quality you enjoy in Bass
Weejuns* add delirious barefoot comfort, man-tailored his
and her styling, and you have Bass Sunjuns™ — the most
sunsational summertime change-of-pace going. Authentic
sun-token free with every pair.

Gtye ^Traditional J&etx
Formerly Clothes Rack, East

FREEH

EVERY MONDAY

2 12oz PEPSI
With Each Large Pizza
Take out, eat here, or delivered at

PAGLIAI'S PIZZA
FREE DELIVERY
1004 S. MAIN
PH. 353-1440
We're in the Yellow Pages
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DEADLINES: 5 p.m. Friday for
(Tuesday's paper, 5 p.m. Monday
nor Wednesdays paper, 5 p.m.
[Tuesday (or Thursday's paper,
5 p.m. Wednesday for Friday's
paper.
RATES:
32< per line, 2 lines
I minimum, average 5 words per
[line.
SEND COPY to Classified Depfc.
B-G News, 106 University Hall.

FOR SALE OR RENT

If you're too lazy to work and too
proud to steal- contact S.McGaugh,
Box 90, Univ. Hall.
HATS OFF TO RICH HENDRIX
AND TOM TEMPLE FOR ELECTION TO ANTAEANS. THE VARKAS.
Don't miss the SPECTACLE of a
life time) See it for yourself to
believe ltl Daring, Great, Funl
INTERNATIONAL SPECTACULAR.

|For Sale. 1960 Comet, good transortatlon. Call 352-6864 after 6
||MB.

DTD pledges say get ultra-high
for the Bike Race!

'60 Impala, 348 cu. In* 4-speed
[Real good condition. Inquire 3529984.

TAKE A STUDY BREAK ON OUR
TIMEI WILL BE WORTHWHILE!
INTERNATIONAL
SPECTACULAR.

1 Charles apt. for rent. Married
[couples only. Call Chuck, ext.
2493.

Commutersl I Do you have a Job
this summer? Would you like to

earn $2000 easily? We need 15-20
students who live In this area.
Contact S. McGaugh, Box 90,Univ.
Hali,
Theta Chi pledges say: Congratulations Mary and Tony on your
plnnlng.

KD pledges: Tues. has photo of
Glen's you can use.
INTERNATIONAL
SPECTACULAR. 15 FASCINATING SPECTACLES FROM 10 EXOTIC LANDSI^
8:15, April 27, Grand Ballroom.
No passports needed! 11
Brothers of Delta Upsllon: We'll
sing to you tonltel The Debs.
Found: One Matsoh Bowl trophy
Inquire 238 Harshman D.

CAMPUS
CALENDAR
The Christian Science Organization will hold a meeting at 6:30
p.m., tonight in Prout ChapeL,
All are welcome.
see

The University Karate Club will
meet at 6 p.m., today. In the upper
deck of Memorial Hall. This will
be an organizational meeting for
all girls Interested in self-defense
karate.

Teaching Forms
Available Now
Applications are available for
teaching certificates In the Administration Bldg* Harold w assists, assistant registrar, has announced.
Seniors may pick up the applications at a window on the first
floor.
"Seniors are reminded to apply
for graduation If they expect to
graduate this June. These forms
are available In 110 A dm lnlstratior.
building," Mr. Wasslnk said.

Peace Corps To Visit Campus
Two Peace Corps representatives will be at the University
Thursday and Friday, May 4 and
5, M talk with Interested students,
announced Harold A. Dock, placement assistant.
A table will be set up In the
hall between the Nest and the bowling alleys In the Union for the
representatives. Students will be

able to stop at the desk, ask
questions and receive Informative
literature, Mr. Dock said.
A movie about Peace Corps will
be shown at 4 pjn„ Thursday,
May 4, and a testing program will
be held from 1 p.m. to 5 SJB«
Friday, May 5. The locations of
the movie and test will be announced by the representatives,
he said.

[Full Race Wolverine Cam, Solids,
[Push Rods, and Poly-Locks for
1389 Pont lac... 2561, 362 KohL
[For Sale. 1966 Monza convert.,
14-speed, tinted windows. MustselL
".ontact John Strong, 353-0782
[after 4.
I One or two male occupants for
|summer. Modern apt„ 352-9702.
looms for June and Sept. 208
|E. Reed. Call 353-5462.

SALE!

SALE!

Approved rooms. June and Sept.
D
rivate entrance and bath. 145
Enterprise.Call 353-8241 after
3MW-1964-250CC. Excellent conltlon, 9000 miles. Asking $500.
[jail Tom Asebrook, Beta Theta
D
l house, 3391.
ie a Spring swinger by stealing
^hls 1962 white Jaguar XK-E low
nlleage roadster creampuff,
ixtras. Keep American Beautiful
■ - buy this different breed of cat.
'acuity member. Call 353-0455.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
There will be a meeting of girls
iterested in becoming UNITED
VIR LINES' campus representatives. May 2, 4 p.m. in the White
vood Suite. Preferable that
llcant be a sophomore and 20
rs. old before July 19th. Any
nest Ions, call Marsha Albright,
t. 2496.
^. J. P. - CHALK. CHALK, AND
10RE CHALK...NEVER AGAIN
TOWINI P. J.
)H, LA, LA I LES FOLLIES BER3ERES - Here I Now I DARING,
JELIGHTFUL demoiselles do the
famous CAN-CAN. INTERNATIONAL SPECTACULAR.
[heta Chi plnmates say: Come
brothers - spin those spokes
I win the Bike Race.
The magic carpet Is waiting for
toul Exotic lands I Free entertainment aboard I INTERNATIONAL SPECTACULAR.
Theta Chi Pledges say: Actives
go nuts for the Bike Race.
The famous LES POMPIDOUX, the
/ICIOUS PUMA'S . NO ONE'S
:HILDREN, LAS GOnTAS. Here
i campus now) INTERNATIONAL
SPECTACULAR.
(en and Women. Do you find
at "branch" banks do not mean
money grows on trees? If
IO, you may want an easy way
collect "coins." Contact S.
IcGaugh, Box 90, Unlv. Hall.
)elt Pledge class sez Congrats
fco Mike Kuhlln for election to
Intaeans.

No if's — but's — or whereases. The Proprietor's
new stable of slacks keep their shape and press
through the most demanding course. The secret is
a special blending of magical polyester with finest
worsted woolen. Odds are given daily.

SAVE 20%

ftlje traditional $*«

Foa^s
To even the untutored eye, 'tis clear the major
sports jackets of the season are bright of colour,
clear of plaided or chequed pattern. For a view
of greater sharpness, the Proprietary recommends a visit.

SAVE 20%

%T*Aitwml$$*'
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Lacrosse, Soccer

(Little Leaves Big Memory!
By TIM CHURCHILL
Assistant Sports Editor
Bowling Green la losing one of It* moat successful and likeable coaches.
No, It Isn't Bob Gibson, Bruce Bollard or Dick
Young. It's Bill Little, the Falcons' hockey mentor
for the past two seasons.
Little came to Bowling Green under a number
of unusual circumstances.
Little was transfered to the Toledo office of
Travelers Insurance, for whom he went to work
following graduation from ClarksonCollege In Pottsdam, N.Y.
Had he not met with former arch-rival, and longtime friend, Terry Slater, who was coaching the
University of Toledo Rockets, In the summer of
1965, BG may never have even heard of Bill Little.
Slater Informed Little of the Bowling Green vacancy
and he decided to apply.
At Cfarkson, Little was an outstanding hockey
player, scoring 50 goals and adding 64 assists in 59
games. He was also a regular on the baseball team.
The Cardinal, Ontario native came to Bowling
Green with a little coaching experience in junior
hockey in Canada, but this was his first venture
in collegiate hockey. And it was quite an adventure.
With the team only in Its second year of existence.
Little guided it to a 6-6 record that first year,
including four consecutive wins, a mark that still
stands.
This past year, however, was one of distinction.
The leers complied a 13-4 record, finished second
in the Midwest College Hockey Association, and
broke every existing scoring record.
Little announced his retirement last Thursday at
the third annual hockey banquet. "I felt It to be in
the best Interest of all concerned," Little remarked
solemly. "I just felt I couldn't continue coaching while
trying to hold down another full-time Job."
One of the amazing features about Little was he
did the coaching on an entirely voluntary basis.
He wasn't on the payroll, although the team did get
some financial assistance from the physical education department.
In a choked voice. Little addressed his players
and others at the banquet, "You guys have been a
great bunch to work with. Every time I sent you
out there on the ice, I knew you would give
me 100%. I just couldn't be more proud of you.

You're Just great."
Samuel M. Cooper, chairman of the men's physical
education department, and one of the original founders
of hockey at Bowling Green, praised Little for his
"outstanding contribution to hockey at Bowling Green
State University. Bill Little has been a credit not
only to Bowling Green, but to the game of hockey
as well. Our hats are off to Bill."

Bill Little
Doyt L. Perry, University director of athletics,
also lauded Little's performances. "You know, boys,
I saw four or five games this year, and I want to
tell you that I was really proud of you players,
and especially Bill Little, for the way you conducted
yourselves."
Perry added klddlngly, "But, let me tell you
something boys, sometimes I wondered if intercollegiate boxing had made Its return In some of those
final games."
So, Bill Little is departing the scene. Behind him
lie many, many memories, many frustrations, and
many Joyous moments.
It'll be a long time before Bill Little forgets his
experiences at Bowling Green, but it'll be even longer
before Bowling Green forgets what Bill Little did
for Falcon hockey.
He will be greatly missed.

Track Problems

Someday They'll Run
By GREG VARLEY
Assistant Sports Editor
What else can go wrong?
Beyond the fact that Bowling
Green track coach Mel Brodt has
been plagued with more than enough
lnellglbllltles and injuries, he has
a track that defies completion.
Thus far, problems have ranged
from drainage of the Infield to
painting of the lines on the running
surface.
The track will be the standard
one fourth mile oval and will
contain nine 42- Inch lanes. This
track, unlike many Its sister
circles, will be tan In color rather
than the traditional green. It Is
felt that the color will cut down
on the amount of heat that will

be absorbed, and consequently will
make It easier on the runners.
This assumes however, there
will be enough sun to dry out the
Infield.
At present, the most pressing
problem facing completion Is a
soggy Infield, since all field events
will be performed on the Inside of
the oval the infield must dry so sod
can be put In place.
The condition of the Infield has
been of major concern to the pole
vault and high Jump personnel who
have been without an area for
practice.
Once this Is done, however, the
vaulters and Jumpers will have
some of the newest types of equipment in which to manuever. Both

the pole vault and high Jump pits
will be fixed with an electric air
compressor which will allow a
pillow-like sack with air, making
the landings of these Individuals
much safer.
Another problem Is the high rate
at which the wind travels through
this area. Coach Brodt feels the
only solution would be the construction of a fence that would
break the wind.
Looking at the composition of
this facility we find It to be a
plastic surface poured over asphalt. This will produce a all
weather, non-skid surf act that has
been used widely, and many national records have been set on
this same type track.

Farrel~Busy
On Two Fields
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Writer
"It was definltly an honor to
be elected co- captain, I only hope
I can provide the leadership necessary," commented sophomore
Pete Farrell,
The midfielder of the Falcon
lacrosse team expressed feelings
about selection as a captain elect
of the 67-68 soccer squad.
In only his first year of varsity
action, Pete has proven himself
to be an accomplished athlete and
tough competitor in both fields of
endeavor.
Farrell's leadership carries off
the athletic fields as well as on.
A counselor in Kohl HalL he becomes as coach Mickey Cochrane
terms It, "sensitive to the needs
of others." Pete, a chemistry
major In the College of Liberal
Arts, runs a busy schedule.
The 5'11", 180 pound midfielder
is currently leading all scorers
In the Midwest Lacrosse Association with 20 goals. The tallies
leave him only three shy of Steve
Shuckra's season mark, and the
sophomore hustler has four
matches remaining.
Pete Farrell In addition to the
20 goals, has notched four assists
plus four goal performances against Michigan State, Cleveland
Club, and University of Michigan,
Pete is also the groundball leader
on the squad and is among the
shooting leaders.
Leading up to his success on
the varsity squad, he enjoyed a
productive freshmen year pacing
the team to a 3-1 record, and
ending as scoring leader.
Also starring on the university
soccer team earlier this year,
Pete was among the scoring
leaders from his "Inside" slot.
The varsity booter was recognized
for his efforts related Cochrane,
when his teammates selected him
for a co-captain.
Pete Is a product of Glyndon
High School In Maryland. He displayed the same all around ability
that Is becoming his trademark at
Bowling Green. In three years of
lacrosse for Glyndon, Pete picked
up three varsity letters. He saw
action first on attack and then the

mldfield from where he operates
now. In his senior year he gained
honorable mention honors as AllMaryland.
The talented stickman also
racked up four varsity awards in
soccer as Glyndon High notched
a first place finish and a pair of
seconds In league action. Displaying unusual versatility, Farrell
added a pair of letters for diving
on the swimming team in high
schooL
Pete advocates that he is learning to appreciate the sport of
lacrosse better in college than in
high school, "I learn to love the
sport and not Just the record, in
school the emphasis was too much
on the won-lost record
it's a
sport you can really like."
He payed the Ohio athletes a
compliment In talking about lacrosse on the coast and here in the
Midwest. "I'm certain that many
Ohio guys pick up the sport a lot
faster than those in the East, there
it might take a year while here It's
a much shorter time," commented
Farrell. "I think the guys In the
Midwest are better athletes," he
continued, "in the East the players
have finesse and tend not to work,
here they rely on teamwork and
the physical part of the game, the
progress is phenomenal."
He substantiated the claim by
citing an Incident that occurred
on the team's trip to Towson,
Maryland, earlier In the season.
After the contest the hosts said
that It was the most physical match
they had played In five scrimmages.
Pete feels that the team has no
real problems except when they
play as Individuals and not as a
team. "I'm looking forward to j
the Kenyon match, a win would
give us the momentum to enter
the last throe matches." said Pete.
He firmly believes that the Falcons
are going to beat Kenyon, "the
unity Is tremendous, when we work
together we are real good, but
playing as Individuals hurts us."
The Falcon calls the Columbus
Club match the blghpolnt of the
season, because It was his first.|
varsity match. Pete Farrell however, looks to the future to bring
better things.

Major League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Team
Baltimore
Detroit
New York
Boston
California
Chicago
Cleveland
Kansas City
Minnesota
Washington

W
L
Pet.
7
5
.583
7
5
.583
6
5
.545
6
5
.545
7
6
.538
7
6
.538
.455
5
6
5
7
.417
4
6
.400
4
7
.364
Yesterday
Chicago 5, New York 1
all other games postponed
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h
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NATIONAL LEAGUE
Team
W
1
Pet. GB J
St. Louis
8
3
.727
Y>
Cincinnati
10
4
.714
Philadelphia
7
4
.636
Atlanta
6
4
.600
Chicago
5
5
.500
Pittsburgh
4
5
.444
New York
5
7
.417
4
Los Angeles
4
7
.364
4V,
Son Francisco 4
7
.364
4 ft.
Houston
3 10
.231
6!.
Yesterday
Cincinnati 4. San Francisco 2
(result not included in standings)
All others, night games.

Sig Ep Pledges
CONGRATULATE

Pam Sanderson
Sigma Phi Epsilon
SWEETHEART
BG'S NEW tortan track, hoped to be ready for Mid-Am championships.

I."

